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FESTIVAL MEDIA RELEASE
August 23rd, 2017
TRIPLE OVERTIME THRILLER HIGHLIGHTS INTERMEDIATE FINALS
The Whitby Warriors battled it out against the Nepean Knights for the Intermediate
A title. Jason Barnable kicked it off with two early goals for Whitby. Just seconds into
the second period, Whitby extended their lead to 4-0, but Owen Steele would
shutdown the Whitby offence the rest of the way, giving Nepean a chance to get back
into the contest. Nepean would score twice in the second period, bringing the game
within reach heading into the final frame. Braeden Smith would bring Nepean
within a goal of Whitby with just two and half minutes left in the game, but Whitby
would lock them down the rest of the way to capture the Intermediate A
Championship.
The Intermediate B Championship saw The Toronto Beaches take on the Sault Ste
Marie Spartans. Thomas Reid would open the scoring for Sault Ste Marie in the first
period, before Jack Boyden would even the score late in the first period. The first
frame would be the only close part of this game as Toronto Beaches dominated the
remainder of the final. A hat trick and two assists by Mark Wilson would lead
Toronto to a convincing 6-1 win for the Intermediate B title.
The Intermediate C Championship, featuring the Hamilton Bengals and the Stayner
Hitmen, needed 6 periods to find a champion. Regulation time would finish
deadlocked at 7-7 with four goals from Nick Heins carrying the Stayner offence.
Evan Cremesco would complete his hat trick in overtime to put home Hamilton’s 9th
tally on the board, but two goals from Will Lowe would even the score at 9-9 at the
conclusion of the first overtime. It took triple-overtime, but Nick Heins would burry
his fifth goal of the game to capture the Intermediate C title for Stayner.
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